[Combined action of vibration and ionizing radiation on the body].
The effect of vibration on the development and outcome of radiation injury was studied and the efficacy of pharmacochemical and local protection was measured. The biological effect of the combined exposure was estimated by radiobiological and hematological methods. The animals were exposed to vibration with a frequency of 70, 700, 1500 Hz (during single and repeated exposures) and irradiation with X-rays, gamma-rays and protons at different doses. Vibration may exert a significant effect on the development and outcome of radiation injury of animals. The effect was that this factor was capable either of increasing or decreasing responses of the animal body to ionizing radiation. The direction and level of changes depended on the pattern and force of stimulation, time and sequence of action of factors, etc. The lymph tissue showed high sensitivity to vibration. The findings indicate that vibration may both enhance and diminish the efficacy of antiradiation pharmacochemical drugs.